Impacts of ISO 9000 on business performances: a literature review.
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Abstract: - Total quality management is from a decade an important and useful organizational system for increasing companies’ competitiveness, by optimizing processes with a particular focus on the customer. Among all the methodologies, ISO 9000 certification is one of the most common and recognized approaches for the benefits of the companies that decide to implement it. Several studies have been conducted in literature, presenting some important impacts of the ISO 9000 on the companies’ performances. Due to the vast number of works, a classification of the main impacts of ISO 9000 on the principle business performances is needed. The aim of this paper is to present a literature review on this topic and classify the findings, in order to fix the results as the most important areas of company influenced by the certification. Finally the barriers and pitfalls for a successful ISO 9000 certification are presented, furnishing details for overcome this issue.
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1 Introduction

Despite substantial literature on the ISO 9000 standard, there is still much debate concerning the standard’s impact on firm performance, competitiveness and operations management. The extent to which organizational performance can effectively be improved through ISO 9000 certification remains an important issue [1]. Although the number of firms that want to implement ISO 9000 quality management system is increasing day by day, many of them increasingly started questioning the link between ISO 9000 and firm performance. In addition, despite the increasing amount of research on ISO 9000 QMS, most of it is not empirical and mostly case studies, which are merely descriptive or prescriptive [2]. In general, studies investigating the effects of ISO 9000 on performance have shown mixed results. Some studies showed a positive effect, while others did not. However, recent longitudinal studies found strong evidence that ISO 9000 does lead to improvements in performance [3]. Due to this debated aspects, this paper tries to highlight the benefits and impacts of ISO 9000 on specific companies’ performances. The research starts from a literature review of the research topic, through which the authors have been able to delineate the most important dimensions of the main performances affected by the ISO 9000 implementation. The internal and external impacts on businesses are investigated through a literature review approach. The barriers and pitfalls to the implementation of a successful ISO 9000 certification are then analyzed in order to understand which are the possible causes against a possible way for a competitive business advantage.

2 Research methodology

The research methodology lies in a literature review conducted by the authors and performed using the ISI Web Of Knowledge databases. By looking for articles through a key-words search (ISO 9000 and business performance in the titles, abstract and key-words), the authors collected 3,024 articles. From them, 154 articles have been selected since their fitting with the including criterion and
the scopes of this research. The impact of ISO 9000 on the business performance has been the main research field explored by the authors.

A classification criterion for grouping the articles at the base of the research has been selected according with the proposal of [4].

By adapting the classification suggested by [4] and used for describing the main benefits coming from the implementation of ISO 9000, the authors developed a new grouping criterion, in order to describe which are the main impacts of ISO 9000 on companies’ performances. For this scope, the impacts on business performance have been classified in:

1) external and 2) internal to the company. Particularly the external one is divided by impact on:

a) international trades, b) suppliers,

The internal one is divided by impact on:

a) quality system, b) product/service,

A discussion for each of the aspects above are presented in the next paragraph, supported by the literature review conducted by the authors.

3 Impacts of ISO 9000 on business

Although some authors expressed the consensus that external impacts seem to be far more important compared to the internal ones [5], [6], and other works affirmed that the majority of the benefits obtained with the certification are of an internal nature [7]. Due to this duality, it’s important to consider both the nature of the potential impacts coming from the ISO 9000 implementation. Thus, the impacts can be clustered into two main subset: 1) external to the company and, 2) internal to the company.

3.1 External impacts

Five types of impacts could be summarized under this group.

3.1.1. Impacts on International trades

The adoption, around the world, of the quality standard ISO 9000 has provided a common ground for the assessment and measurement of the suppliers in order to bring down one of the barriers to international trade. Therefore the standard ISO 9000 become a distinct advantage in a national and international trade [4].

Many studies ([8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]) have shown that from a side commercial aspects constitute a determining factor in the decision to implement the standard and from the other side an aspect strongly influenced by the ISO 9000 certification. In many cases in fact, actual or potential customer requirements clearly represent sufficient motive to adopt ISO 9000. In this way, the ISO 9000 certification has certainly become a passport to doing business in many countries. This represents an important aspect for growing sales coming from the ISO 9000 certification.

3.1.2. Impacts from/on Suppliers

There are two aspects impacting the suppliers: the benefits coming from their certification and those coming instead from the supplied company.

For the first, ISO 9000 standards are internationally recognized and designed to demonstrate that the supplying organization has achieved a basic level of quality by the formalization and documentation of its quality management system [14]. The supplier-related issues that are relevant to ISO 9000 are ([15], [16], [17]): organizations seek assurance of quality from suppliers; suppliers are chosen on the basis of quality; there are minimal misunderstandings about orders placed with suppliers; quality of supplied products/services are assessed; materials from customers and suppliers are all treated in the same way; and suppliers that are subcontractors are suited to the tasks they perform.

For the increasing suppliers’ interest towards a certified company, [18] proposed that ISO 9000 certified companies (in the US industry) expect their quality systems will lead to improve supplier relations. [19] studied ISO 9000 certifications as signals of quality and found that suppliers that were ISO 9000 certified grew faster than non-certified organizations.

3.1.3. Impacts on Customers

Adoption of ISO 9000 system yields visible and concrete benefits to organizations in the form increased customer satisfaction [20]. The positive impact on customers has been described in several other works ([6], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]), all arguing that certified companies: are aware of customer requirements; have processes/activities that are designed to increase customer satisfaction; have systems to avoid misunderstandings about customer orders; systematically review contracts; and have systematic processes for handling complaints.
A more cautious analysis is presented in the investigation conducted by [21], in which ISO 9000 represent: the response of the clients' requirements (34 per cent of the analyzed cases), access into new markets (21 per cent), improvement in customer relations (18 per cent), improvement in services to customers (16 per cent) and minimizing customer audits (8 per cent). In respect of the influence of the standard in the aspects related to external customers of the company, three points are emphasised: the increase in customer satisfaction, the decrease in the number of complaint, the rise in repeat purchasing by the customers. Even if it must be said that one of the motivations for companies to be certified is that it is requested by the customers [27], the impact of ISO 9000 on customer is evident in literature.

3.1.4. Impacts on Stakeholders

The use of ISO 9000 certification is associated with an increase in financial performance that bring benefits to companies’ stakeholders [28]. The positive effect of ISO 9000 certification on a firm’s success is even reinforced in a situation where firms otherwise suffer from reputation problems. Firms based in an environment associated with low quality, which show their compliance with widely accepted quality standards, should have proportionately higher resource inflows than firms which are located in an environment of firms which are considered to produce high quality. If trust in the quality of a firm’s product has already been established, ISO 9000 certification should result in a lesser amount of additional legitimacy and resource inflows than the certification of a firm for which this certification means a great shift in the trust of stakeholders [29].

3.1.5. Impacts on Market

A source of performance improvement from adopting the ISO 9000 program arises from increases in revenue as ISO 9000 certified firms are able to access new markets [30].

The fact that ISO 9000 series certification may be important in gaining access to markets has been recognized in several works ([5], [22]).

According to a study carried out in the UK [21], some benefits of certification can be summarised as: one important marketing implement which helps market relations, increases the possibility of obtaining new contracts and considerably helps to enter new or international markets.

Another important aspect related to the ISO 9000 certification is linked to the analysis of the faster reaction to the market request [32].

3.2 Internal impacts

Five types of internal impacts have been identified, and described below.

3.2.1. Impacts on the quality system

ISO 9000 certification provides a structure around which build a program of world class quality. This formal structure has the peculiarity of being verifiable and measurable. This formal system of quality guarantees the improvement of all aspects within the company that ensure the quality of the product or service to the customer [4]. The ISO 9000 certification and audits allow companies to constantly update and control their quality systems. In particular, the quality managers should be committed to quality; should regularly review the quality system; ensure that quality system is continually improved; and use the internal quality audits to assist in evaluating the effectiveness of the quality system ([33], [34], [35]).

3.2.2. Impacts on product/service

As stated by [36] “the most important factor affecting performance is the quality of products and services relative to those of the competition, there is a direct relationship between customer satisfaction and profitability”. One of the major significant improvements reported as an influential impact coming from the ISO 9000 is related to the improved product/service quality [5]. [6] this aspect, affirming that ISO 9000 facilitates the improvement of the product quality as well as the satisfaction of customers requirements. Many other works sustain this consensus, i.e. the product improvement and enhanced service quality and, more broadly, improvement in business productivity ([37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42]).

Other aspects highlighted by [21] in which the standard has had positive influence are: the possibility of improving the level of delivery time, the consequential savings in production cost and finally the reduction of lead time. By standardizing the ISO 9000 program structured and detailed procedures provide a deeper understanding of the processes involved in the supply of product or service. Written procedures and instructions will provide a better process thus reducing the variability of product [43].

3.2.3. Impacts on financial performances

Probably the most debated aspect in literature is the impact of ISO 9000 on financial performances. Generally a large body of literature studying the effects of ISO 9000 shares the general assumption that ISO 9000 adoption direct improves
an organization’s financial performance ([44], [45], [46], [47], [48]). Existing research further suggests that the increased efficiency and sales from ISO 9000 will translate directly into improved profitability through cost reductions and revenue increases [49]. In line with these predictions, some research has indeed found evidence of the expected improvements in financial performance from ISO 9000 ([44], [31], [50], [51]). Benefit of the certification is the influence on the financial aspects of the company. Following a case analysis proposed by [21] in the 58% of the analyzed cases it was thought that the standard had allowed considerable increase in market share, as well as an increase in the upward trend of sales of the company. Other financial indicators as productivity (income per employee) are used to analyze the contribution made by ISO 9000 on business [3] and the result is that certified companies performed better than non-certified on the performance results. Common financial indicators positive influenced by ISO 9000 certification are return on assets (ROA) and return on sale (ROS) [52].

3.2.4. Impacts on human resources/organizational climate

Many authors ([53], [54], [55], [56]) have stressed employee involvement and other human elements as the keys to successful implementation of the ISO 9000 system.

[57] observed that ISO 9000 processes bring about visible changes in such areas as human resource development, involvement of workforce, teamwork, goal-orientation, and openness of communication. In a survey conducted among 682 organizations, [58] found that commitment to ISO 9000 implementation brought about significant improvements in the attitudes and behaviors of the senior executives in those organizations. The results of the study indicate that ISO 9000 system can transform and reconfigure organizational climate and that it can enhance the positive components of organizational climate while controlling and keeping the negative ones under check [20].

3.2.5. Impacts on competitiveness

Efforts of continuous improvement through defect prevention process, as presented in the series of standards ISO 9000, helps companies achieve their objectives and meet the expectations of their customers. Another factor promoting the ISO 9000 series [59] is the desire improve internal efficiency by reducing waste and non-value added tasks. The ISO 9000 series is seen as tangible and has meaning and that forces organizations to develop manuals and procedures and improve organizational discipline. It's also clear what should be done to meet the requirements of the ISO 9000.

The competitiveness is increased by the ISO 9000 under the dimensions investigated in the previous points both for internal both for external aspects.

4 Barriers to implementations and Pitfalls

ISO 9000 certification may also present barriers for its implementations and consequent pitfalls. It’s useful to explore the barriers for ISO 9000 implementation and identify how these barriers can be overcome, in order to allow the companies to improve their performances.

In a survey conducted by [60] the audit’s side barriers for a correct and successful ISO 9000 implementation have been identified in four types of obstacles: a) lack of commitment for some certifying bodies, b) excessive competition between certifying bodies, c) offering of a total packaged service from consultancy to certification by certifying bodies.

[60] showed that there are five main barriers from the company’s side:

1) Short-sighted goal for “getting certified”
2) Over-expectation on ISO standard
3) Mandatory requirement (not wholehearted commitment) in some industries
4) Following others (the trend) in certification
5) Lack of necessary guidance for certification

[61] proposes other barriers (especially for the 1994 to the 2000 version of ISO) for ISO implementation. Following her classification the major barriers are:

1) The need to change culture,
2) The adaptation of “paper certificates”,
3) Unrealistic requirements and ritualistic implementation
4) Poor adaptation of the previous standard
5) Conventional quality audit process

Factors acting as barriers that are most frequently faced by the local organizations can be classified [62]: human resource, attitude towards quality, management, culture, interdepartmental relations, machines and equipment, materials, quality related information, method, training and finance.

Some problems encountered in certification include the failures to establish adequate monitoring programs, to follow set procedures and to carry out...
appropriate management reviews of the new system as well as unclear authorisation.

From a survey conducted by [63] the most common obstacles to ISO 9000 implementation are: organizational - “lack of understanding of its importance by all departments” and “unwillingness to change from the existing system” - followed by a procedural one - “difficulty in understanding the ISO 9000 requirements”. Over 74 per cent of the companies reported experiencing no resistance within their organizations; only 4 per cent experienced active resistance (such as vocal protests). In only 6 per cent of the companies was certification perceived as being a threat to job security.

5 Conclusions

Several studies have highlighted the benefits and positive influences of ISO 9000 on business performances. This paper tries to furnish a clear classification of the main impacts of ISO 9000 standard on the certified companies’ performances. The impacts have been classified, adapting the classification proposed by [4], in internal and external to the company. Not only financial performances have been taken in consideration, but also non-financial indicators such as for instance the impact on the stakeholders, customers and suppliers, or the impact on product and service.

Following this research an exploratory survey should be conducted in further studies, in order to validate the presented research hypothesis.
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